Verein Deutscher Speedsurfer -VDS- e.V.
Geschäftsstelle
Eutiner Straße 43 f
23714 Malente

Malente, 16.11.2020

International German championship in the speed windsurf class
in Orth on Fehmarn
from 08/21 until 08/28/2021 (the alternative day is 08/29/2021)
Corona / COVID 19 hygiene management
Preamble
The contents of this hygiene management are the basis for carrying out the regatta. Every participant
and contributor to the event is called for containment of the pandemic caused by the SARS Cov-2
virus and has to comply with the following regulations must be observed and must be observed. The
local conditions of the paddock and the beach areas in Orth on Fehmarn only allow certain behavior.
The most important thing is to treat each other carefully, observing the mask requirement and the
rules of distance.
Changes, additions, restrictions or relaxation of the rules and recommended or Ordered behavior can
be changed by the organizer at any time if the legal situation changes and / or a change in the legal
opinion can be made without this resulting Entitlement to reimbursement of costs arises. In any case,
the current legal situation applies regardless of the aforementioned rules.
1. Only symptom-free to the regatta:
People with symptoms of illness such as cough, fever, loss of taste or smell or aching limbs
are NOT allowed to participate in the regatta. You stay at home, go into isolation and clarify
the next steps with your family doctor.
2. Keep your distance:
On arrival, in the parking lot, rigging and rigging, while changing clothes, at meetings, after
the regatta, on the return journey - in all these and similar situations, a distance of at least
1.5 meters must be maintained and traditional handshakes and clapping must be avoided.
There is only an excemption to the minimum distance of 1.5 m during actual sports.
3. Compliance with the hygiene rules:
The hygiene rules with regard to sneezing, coughing and hand washing must be observed!
Hand washing plays a crucial role in hygiene. Those who wash their hands regularly and
especially after thorough contact with soap protect themselves and those around them. If it
is not possible to wash hands properly, use suitable hand disinfectants.
4. Wear mask:
If the distance is not guaranteed, the regatta team, organization crew and the participants
must wear an everyday mask or mouth and nose cover.
This applies in particular to the participants when they enroll.
5. Collection of contact details for those involved in the regatta:
The contact details of all those involved in the regatta are recorded in order to be able to
trace infection chains if necessary and to inform potentially infected people.
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The first and last name, address, email address and mobile phone number are already
collected during registration. The data will be made available to the responsible authorities
on request. Accompanying persons (parents, trainers, etc.) are to be restricted to as small a
group as possible. The data of these persons must also be recorded. For this purpose, please
send a message in advance by email with the data to the office of the Association of German
Speedsurfer -VDS- e.V. (vds@speedwindsurfen.de).
6. Special provisions:
7.1. Registration, registration fee, enrollment:
Registration for the regatta takes place exclusively online via the official website of the
Association of German Speedsurfer -VDS- e.V .: www.speedwindsurfen.de
Attention! Late registrations on site are NOT possible!
The entry fee must be made by transfer to the entry fee account.
Attention! Cash payments on site are NOT possible!
When registering on site, the participants must wear an everyday mask or a face-to-face
mask.
7.2. General information, rider meeting & award ceremony:
1. The race committee will choose a central and easily accessible location for the placement of
the Official Notice Board (ONB). During the visit, the participants pay attention to compliance
with the distance rules.
2. The skipper's meeting and the award ceremony will take place in an easily accessible location
with enough space to comply with the removal rules.
3. Depending on the situation, the regatta management can forego a skippers meeting or limit
the number of participants.
4. Depending on the situation, the award ceremony can be waived or the number of
participants limited (award ceremony without an audience).
7.3. Protective material & disinfection:
1. The participants equip themselves with their own everyday mask or mouth-nose cover and
disinfectants.
2. The organization also has a limited number of masks and disinfectant material available.
3. Members of the regatta crew have masks and wear them when necessary.
4. In a sea rescue, the focus is on rescue. If possible, the boat crew protect themselves with
masks. After a possible sea rescue, the people involved are encouraged to disinfect their
hands and, as far as possible, objects that have been touched together.
5. The regatta crew's utensils are disinfected at least once a day.
7.4. Regatta organization:
1. The regatta crew uses as few people as possible on the regatta boats.
2. The assignment of the crew members to the regatta boats should remain unchanged. If
possible for the entire duration of the regatta, even over several regatta days.
3. Those who are used on a regatta boat are equipped with masks and wear them as required,
especially for sea rescue.
4. In the other areas of the regatta, too, groups will be as constant as possible.
7.5. Spectator & accompanying person:
1. As a rule, it should be possible to avoid closing special rooms / areas for spectators or regatta
participants. However, if such are in place, they must be respected.
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2. Spectators and accompanying persons are nevertheless requested to keep the necessary
distance to the regatta participants. This applies in particular to rigging up and down, when
leaving and entering the beach, as well as at skipper meetings and the award ceremony.
7.6. Meals / dinner:
1. Organizing crew, regatta team and participants as well as accompanying persons organize
their meals autonomously.
2. There are no shared or centrally organized meals or the provision of food and beverages.
3. Everyone involved is responsible for the proper disposal of their own waste.
4. The COVID-19 protection concepts applicable there apply in local restaurants.
7.7. The right of the management to issue instructions:
The instructions of the organization for compliance with these rules must be followed by the
participants. Participants who violate the conditions can be penalized for unsporting
behavior and, in extreme cases, be excluded from the regatta.
7.8 Adjustments to the current situation:
If the legal framework or the regulations change before or during the event, these hygiene
rules will be adjusted and implemented.
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